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A SYLLABUS OF LOGIC.

CHAPTER I.

^f^TURIl AND StOPB OF IaH.U'.

I. ' c a» Scie! ce. Science .systetnatised knowled|;e con-
cerning some fomi of f«ality. Logic has to do with Judgment and
Belief. These are m part of "Reality," if we um that word in iu
wiowi ^wwt^w* nvncv mJO^wK oClvncv*

a. Logic us Mental Science. If we arrange the sciences into H\o
great groups, physical and mental, iccurding as they deal with
reality in the form of mate-ial things, or in that of psychic events.
Logic, as dealing with thought, will find iUt place in the clarification

3. Logic, as rri*t«d to Psychology. Thoogh a niMtal aeiwM*,
Logic differs from Psychology.

(a) in scope. (Psychology dMb wttb alt imntd stirtM,
Logic only with ' wursivc thouglit).

(A) in pnrpttt. (PBychology deals with thought merely
as psychic fact; Logic examines into its validity).

4. The question of validity arises only when something is believed
coBCMirfBg ntSiicf* Hmoc

5> Logk defined. Logic investigates in a general and formal
way, the grounds of belief concerning reality and the validity of
judgment. (Di.scussion of this definition, .showing meaning of
"Reality" and other terms used, and bringing out the relation of
Logic to thoughts, words and things).

6. Logic as Pbiloaophy. Logk, then, is regulative in regard to
aB ttioim^r that 'r volves belief and judgment touching any form of
raaity; and this v. rx determines its relation to all other .sciences.

Ulfk is science, and yet more than science. It is the Philosophy of



7. Other definitions examined. A'.^. : Science of Reasoninjy,

Science and Art of Reasoning, Science of" Thouijht, Science of the

Operations of the Understandin); in the pursuit of Truth, Science of

Inference, etc.

8. See Questions and Exercises i-ii.

CHAPTKR II.

History of Logic.

The student who wishes to acquaint himself with the History of

I.<Ogic is advi.sed to consult the followiiif;; works:

.\d:imson: "Loj^ic" in Encyclopedia Britannica.

Creifjhton: Introductory Lo^ic (Cap. 2).

Hamilton : Lectures on Lojfic.

Harms: Geschiclite der Logik.

PrantI : Ueschichte der Logik.

Ueberweg : Sjrstem der Logik.

CHAPTER HI.

Deductiox ahd Indv'ctiov.

I. These are not different Logics, nor are they actually separable

in discursive thought. Alt Lc^e deals with Belief or JtK^nnent,

based upon certain data.

a. If the conclusion is based upon an accepted principle or law,

the reasoning is deductive; if upon observed facts, it is inductive.

_V Hence the distinction between Formal and Inductive Logic is

invalid. All Logic is equally formal, inquiring into the formal validity

of judgments. On the other hand, no Logic is merely formal, but

stands in the closest relation to the real, since it is legulative

regarding our Judgments and Beliefs, and these always have direct

reference to reality in some of its forms.

4. See Questicms and Exercises la-ij.

CHAPTER IV.

First Principles of Logic.

I. These are the fundamental, regulative principles of thought.

They neither require, or are capable of, proof in the ordinary sense

of the word ; but upon their acceptance all proof depends. Since
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Thouffht and Beinj; are in essential correlation, these principles are
as truly the principles of hein^ as of thouf,'ht.

2. Principle absolutely fundamental to all coherent thou);ht:

j' Identity.

Consistency ' Contradiction.

I Excluded Middle.

3. Principles >verning all inference about the real, whether
Deductive or Inductive:

Sufficient Reason (referring more specially to the relation of
juc^ments to one another).

Causation (r.-ferring' more speciallv to our K'liefs abc>ut the
real).

4. The Oictum de Omni et Niillo. This is really a corollary from
the Principle of Identity, and applies to deductive reasoning from
one .special point of view, viz. , that of genus and species.

5. The Uniformity of Nature. As the Principle of Consistency
formulates the demand of rea.son that all valid thought reality

shall avoid contradiction, so the Principle of the Uniformity of
Nature foi nuilaies the demand of reason that reality itself shall be a
self-^ onsislenl, iiitelliii'ible system, a true unitv.

6. Of all these principles it may he said, that while they dominate
all valid thinking from the outset, they come into explicit recognition
only upon somewhat mature reflection.

7. See Questions and Exercises 14- 17.

CHAPTER V.

Analysis of thk Dbductivb Svi.i.or.isM.

I. Ordinarily our reasonings are expres.sed in a more or less

elliptical form. In other wonis, the "grounds of our beliefs" are
not fully stated, but are partially understood. Ordinary reasoning
is usually in the form of the Enthymeme.

E.f,':, Some fruits arc not suitable for export, because thex decay
rapidly. Kings, being men, are fallible. .All is not gold that

glitters; brass glitters. Cogito, ergo sum.

The logician must take account of every part of the argument,
and all that is involved in it. The above arguments, and others like

them, should be completed and carefully analyxed, so as to answer
the follouinff questions: What is it th.-It is beiieved on the slreiiffth

ot something else i* In other words, find conclusion and premises.
Examine the relation of these to one another. What is the nature
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of this conclusion, and of these premises, as acts of thought ?

(judg-ment). Of what elements is each of these judgments com-
posed? (Bring out the character of the notion or concept, term,

subject, predicate, copula, etc.). What is the unit of thought here,

the concept, or the judgment ? Give special attention to that term
which is common to the premises ; thia is called the Middle term. It

is of the greatest importance in deductive reasoning.

3. See Qoestions and Exercises tS-ao,

CHAPTER VI.

The Concept and the Term.

I. The Concept or Notion and its Kinds: (a) The Individual

Concept; (6) The General Notion; (r) The Abstract Idea.

3. Discussion of the relation of the Notion to reality. Realism,
Nomimdism, Conceptualism.

3. The Concept and the process of its development. The Con-
cept is developed, from a vague whole to a definite whole, by the

double process of analysis and synthesis; by discovery of

characters involved in the whole, and by the cleai i ecoffnition of

each of these characters in its relation to the others, and to the

whole of which it forms a part. The concept develops, therefore,

by a series o( acts of judgment.

4. Conception, juc^fment and Reasoning; their true relation,

and essential unity in the process of thought.

5. Terms and their kinds. A Term is the expression in lanjj'uajie

of a concept or notion. To express a concept may require one word
or many. Hence terms may be single-worded, or many-worded.
Terms are also

:

(a) Singular, General or Collective.

{i>) Concrete or Abstract,

(f) Positive or Negative.

(</) Relative or Non-Relative.

6. Denotation and Connotation of Terms, or Extension and
Intension of Notions. Denotation means the range of the appli-

cation of the term or name, to objects. Connotation signifies the

quality or quatitfes, the possearion of which entitles a thing to be
«»lled by the name.

7. The Predicables. Division, Classification, Definition.

8. Predication may be made of a subject with respect to its

Genus, the Species to which it belongs under that genus, the Differ-

wHvV Vt %ilB%IIH^VBiliBiflC ^ffwSHrSy vnv(( tlVNI vCnaw Vv^^^fww t* WfcH^w
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species of the same genus, the Property or quality which, though
not a part of the connotation, is nevertheless essentially connected
therewith, and the Accident, or quality that is not in any way funds-
OMBtal or constant. These are the Predicables.

9. Division Is the process of diKtinj^uishing^ the species ot which
a genus is composed. The rules of Division are

:

(a) Each act of division must have only one basis.

(A) The constituent species, taken together, must be co-

extensive in denotation with the genus.
(c) If the Division be a continued one, then each step ntust

be, so far as possible, a proximate one.

10. Dichotomy and other forms of Division.

11. Classification (of things). Its rules:

(a) It should be adapted to the purpose in view. Artiticial

vs. Natural Classiftcittion.

{i) The classes should differ from each other by as many
characters as possible.

(c) The more important characters should be made the

differentiae of the higher groups or classes.

(</) The classes should be so arranged that those which have
the closest affinities shall stand nearest to one another.

la. Definition is the explicit statement of the connotation of 4
term. It distinguishes the species from all other species. It gives
the genus to which the species belongs, and the difference that
marks the species as such.

13. Rules of Logical Definition:

(<i) State the true conaotiUion, or esacnttal attributes, of the
thing defined.

{b) D*.not employ the term yoa are defining, nor its synonym,
in your definition.

(r) See that the definition eovtn the whole ctemttation of tiie

species defined.

(1^ Avoid obscure, figurative, or amiriguous language in your
definitimi.

{e) Couch your definition in positive, rather than negative
terms, so far as possible.

14. See Questions and Exercises ai-31.

CHAPTER VII.

The Judgment and the Proposition.

I. Judgment is of fundamental importance in Logic. The con^
ec^ n mt ^odwt o( s judgu-'^flt or juries of ju^^meste. The
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. .

syllogism is the judgment accompanied by its grounds. These
grounds are also judgments.

3. Judgment is the mental act of apprehending relations in the
real. Proposition is the expression, in language, of a judgment.

3. Kinds of Judgment:
As to Substance, As to Quality,

Categorical ' Affirmative.

Analytic. Negative.
Synthetic. As to Quantity,

Conditional Universal
Hypothetical. General.
Disjunctive. Singular.

Particular.

4. Subject, Predicate, Copula, their nature and relations.
'

5. Four kinds of Categorical Judgments :

—

A Universal Affirmative : All x is y or x > y.

E Universal Nejjative: No x is y or x x y.

I Particular Affirmative : Some x is y or x - y.

O Particular Negative: Some x is not y or x < y.

6. Distribution. A term in a judgment is distributed when the
entire denotation of the term is included in the assertion made in the
jtH%ment. Consider the distribution of the ttma io ^ type
judgments given above.

7. Opposition or compatibility of judgments. Take a judgment
(*'. ff. , Men are fallible), write it out in each of the four type forms,
and consider how the truth of each one of these forms, taken
separately, would affect that of each of the others. A and E are
Contraries ; A and O are Contradictories, as also are^E and I ; A
and I are Subalternans and Subalternate respectively, as are idso E
and O; I and O are Sub-contraries.

8. See Questtoas and Exercises 32-49.

CHAPTER VIII.

Inference and the Svllogism.

I. Nature of Inference explained and illustrated fully. In its

essence it consists in believing sometiring, on the stmqrA of some-
thing else, already believed.

a. Inference is of two sorts: Immediate and Mediate.

3. Immediate tttferene* consists is pe^ag frwB me premise to a
conclusion.
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(a) Sul»ltefti«tion

from X > y to X - y; jj'^ > ^ ^
. from a X y to X < y. . „ ^

from X > y to x x _f ;
' •

from X X y to x > y; "i=
'-

-v^i^
from X - y to X < f

; 4 Ja. • w
from X < y to X - ^ V^T^r «> « t4

(f) Conversion
Simple

from X X y to y X X

;

from X - y to y - x.

Per Accidens
from X > y to y - x.

(</) Contraposition (not really a si;parate form of Immediate
Inference, but a combination of Obvcrsion and Conversion)

from X > y to X x y, then to y x x ;

from '• X y to X > y, tlion to y x ;

from X < y to x - y, then to y - x.

(e) Qualification

from X is y to mx is my.

(J) Complex Conception
from X is y to (m of x) is (m of y).

4. Mediate Inference or S^Uoj^ism. Here the conclusion is

drawn from /w<> premises, not from one. Note the importance of the
Middle Term, and the part it plays in the syllogism. Obiterve the
relation of the syllogism to the principles of Identity, Contra-
diction, etc.

5. Syllogism, its Tarts. The sylloj^isni is maiie up of prop-
ositions, viz: Major Premise, Minor Premise and Conclusion. Each
proposition, on analysis, reveals two terms (Subject and Predicate)
and a Copula. The cogency of the reasoning depends upon the fact
that each term occurs twice; so that the relation, asserted in the
conclusiOki, between the major and the minor term, arises out of the
relation between each of these and the middle term, which occurs in
both premises but not in the conclusion.

6. Syllogism, its Axioms or Canons.

(a) Two terms which airrw with one and the same third
term, agree with each other.

(d) Two terms, one of which jigrees while the other does not
agree, with one and the .same third term, do not agree with each
other.
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(r) Two teriTiii, both disag^reeing with one and the same third

term, may or may not ajfree wirt each other.

7. Syllogism, its Rules.

( t ) It must hmve three and only three terms.

(2) It must have three and only three propositions.

(3) The middle term must be distributed once at least.

(4) No term may be dtstributcd in the conclusion unless it

has already been distributed in a premise.

(5) From two negative premises no conclusion can be drawn.

(6) If one premise be negative the conclusion must be negative,

and OHiversely, to prove a uegative conclusion, one of the premises
must be negative.

(7) From two particular premises no (.-onclusion can be drawn.

(8) If one premise be particular, the conclusion must be
particular.

8. Syllogism, its Moods or Modes.

The Mood of a .syllogi.sni depends on the special combination
of the propositions of which it is made up. The major premise may
be of any one of the type forms. A, E, 1, O; similarly with minor
premise and conclusion. This gives 64 posmMe combinations or
Moods. UptHi examination 53 of these will be found to violate one
or more of the rules of the syllogism (see par. 7 above), leaving only
1 1 valid Moods.

9. Syllogism, its Figures.

Each mood may be arrai^^ed in four different ways, according
to the relative positions of the terms in its premises, JS.jf. Taking
the Mood AAA we may have

Ts/ Fig. 2nd Fig. jrd Fig. 4lh Fig.

y>x x>y y>x x>y
z > y or z > y or y > z or y > z

z>x z>x z>x z>XX
As e«di mood may be written in all four of these figures,

there are 44 possible syllogistic forms. But, as before, the majority
of these violate some rules of the syllogism, and are therefore
invalid.

ID. Reduction of the syllogistic figures.

.\ny argument in the second, third, or fourth figure may be
reduced to the first figure by the application of certain processes of
imnieffiate Inference to its propositions. Thus, to reduce EAE of
the second figure, to the first %t»«> convert its te»^ premise
sim{rfy

:
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atid Pig. ISt Fig.

X X y
"I

j' y X X

« > y !• becomes [ z > y
ixxj [zxx.

II. Sec QumtMNm and Exercises 50-68.

CHAPTER IX.

Irpucular and Compound Syllocibms.

1. Enthymeme is an incompletely stated syllogism.

(d) Major premise omitted. E^. Socvates was a Greek, and
therefore a learned man (ist order).

[h) Minor premise omitted. E.g. All Greeks were learned und

tiwrefort Socrates was learned (snd order).

(r) Conclusion omitted. E.g. The Greeks were learned, und
Socrates was a Greek ^jrd order).

(</) Minor and coacluaran omitted. B.g. People who live in

giaas iMMtses sbouUhiH throw stones.

2. Prosyllogism is an argument whose conclusio>i provides a

premise for another argument. Episyllogism is an argument, one
of whose premises is the oondusion of a preceding syHogism.

3. Sorites, or chains of reasoning. Two sorts:

(a) a > b
b > c

c > d
d > e '. a > e.

Su{M>ly the missing judgments, and this Sorites will be found to

condat or several syllogisms in the iieuptli figure.

Rules:
(i) No premise, save the first, may be particular,

(a) No premne, save the lalt, wbaj be native.

(») b > aOb
d > c

e > d .•. e > a.

Supply the missing judgments, and this Sorites will be found to
consist of several syllogisms in the first figure.

Rules:

^i) No premise, save the first, may be negative,

(a) Mo premfae, save the last, may be partteufaur.
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CHAPTER X.

The CoKBiTtoNAL Svixooint.

I. Hypothetical. In this the major premise is a hypothetical
juc^ment, and the minor and conclusion are categorical judgimnta.

(a) If the minor is affirmative, the conclusion is affinnativc
(sM rule 6 of the syllo^sm), and the syllogism is then called a
Constructive Hypothetical syllc^sm.

B4[. if^A Is B, then C is D.
But A is B,
.-. c is n.

(*) If the minor is negative, the conclusion is negative (ib.)
and the syllogism is then called a Destructive Hypothetical syllogism.

E.g. If A is B, then C is D.
But C is not O,
.'. A is not B.

Rule: The minor premise must either affirm the anteccdmt of
the major, or deny the consequent, never vice versa.

a. Disjunctive. In this the major premise is a disjunctive judg-
ment, white the minor and conclusion are categorical.

(a) Modus Ponendo Toilens, which by inning, denies. E.g.
Either A is B, or C is D.
But A is B,
.'. C is not D.

(A) Modus Tollendo Ponens, which by denying, affirms. E.g.
Either A is B, or C is D.
But A is not B,
.-. C is D.

3. Dilemma. In this the major premise is a double hypothetical
judgment, the minor is a disjjunctive judgment, and the conclusion is
either categorical or disjuncUve.

(a) Simple Constructive Dilemma

:

If A is B, C is D, and if E is F, C is D.
But either A is B, or E is F,
.-. C is D.

(A) Complex Constructive Dilemma:
If A is B, C is D, and if E is F, G is H.
But either A is B, or E is F,
.". Either C is D, or G is H.

'

(f) Complex Destructive Dilemma:
If A is B, C is D, and if E is F, G is H.
But either C is not D, or G is not H,
.'. father Atsm^BiOrBisnotF.

4. See Questions and Exercises 69-73.
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CHAPTER XI.

The IsDi cTivE Svluxiism.

I. Induction is the scientific account of the true way in which
reason must proceed in its endeavors to understand or explain a
p^vcn fact, by bringing it under some general law, or by connecting
It with some other fact or facts in a regular and intelligible way.

i. Special axiom of science: Nature is uniform; Le., ordeily

and regular in her behavior.

3. The principal form which this unit'ormity takes, the form to

which most others may be reduced, is expressed in the Law of

Causattoo.

4. Full explanation of what constitutes a cause. Different sort*

of causes and effects.

5. The Inductive Methods. Full discussion of these, as the forms
of the mind's procedure in its search for causes.

6. Method of Agreement. It, in a complex event, fact, or series

of events or facts, abcdelghjklmpst, there are elements a and k,

which not only are found together in the total, but whose Juxta-

position persists throughout changes in the context, the f><>ssihHity of

their causal connection passes over into probability, and this into

practical working cwtaimfy, according to the nature and d^^^ of

that persistence.

7. Method of Dift'erence. If, in a complex event, fact, or series

of events or facts, abcdefjjhjklmpst, there are elements, a and k, and
it is found impossible to remove the one without removinj; the other

(or to introduce the n- without introducing the other), reason is

constrained to ascribe .some causal relationship to these two elements

or facts.

Here we have really ei^rht cases, as follows:

( I ) Where a is removed and k disappears ;

(3) Where a is removed and k appears (in this case we have

causal repugnance, instead of causal connection. Or, the causal

connection is negative, rather than positive. So also in cases 4, 6,

and 8, below ).

(3) Where a is introduced aiKl k appears.

(4) Where a is introduced and k disappears.

(5) Where k is removed and a disappears.

(6) Where k is removed and a appcirs.

(7) Where k is introduced and a appears.

(8) Where k is introduced and a disaf^iears.
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8. Method of Residues. If, in a complex event or fact, or series
of events or facts, certain elements are found to be anttcedents,
and certain other elements found to be consequents, and if certain of
these antecedents are shown to be causally connected with certain of
these consequenu, in either of the ways already explained, th«n the
remaining antec«dMti nMMt b* OMiai^jr rateMd to tte fMM^ifaur
consequents.

o. MMMd of Coocoiritaiit VariatioiM. If, in a complex event
or net, or Mrtes of evenU or facu, abcdefghklmpst, there are
elements a and k, so related that changes in the one are regularly
accompanied by changes in the other, reason is constrained to
ascribe me causal connection to thcNtf two elements or factn.

10. Ju.iit Method., If, in a complex event or fact, or series of
events or facU, abcdefghjklmpst, there arc elemenu a and k, wboae
juxtaposition persists, not only in the positive but also in the
negative seaae ^ that not only is the >r«iinMr of tbe one accom-
panied by tbittorAe oAtr, bat Um «4emK»of the one la accompanied
by that of tbe other, tbrouybout a dianging context) the eoavietioB
of their causal connection is by so much strengthened.

1 1 . Weaknesses of the Method of Agreement

:

(a) It a.ssumes causal relation between a and k on accouat of
their constant association. But this coostaat Msociatioo SMf^ be due,
in some instances, to the prmnce ofas unauapeeted phenomenon x,
which may Im tiw cause of both • and k.

(i) It aMunea Oat tlM cause of a phenomenon must be in
every case the same. This assumption is unwarranted. There is

such a tiling as a Plurality of Causes.
Both these wealtnesses may be largely overcome, in applying

the method, by further multiplication and variation of inftwnfWi
I a. Caution regarding all the methods. Great care moat be taken

to make our observaliM uf the phenomena under investigation
accurate and comj^ete, so as to be certwn that we have, in the
phenomena before us, only those demenU and facU which we
suppose ourselves to have there. There is ao short and easy road to
sckntific knowledge.

13. See Questions and Bxerchee 74<86.

CHAPTER XII.

Subsidiary Processes, So4Allxd.

I. The processes explained below are not r«dly "subsidiary" at
all. They enter uito the mctiiodsmdcoaatitirtatt^ very easMKw.
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J. Observation and Experiment. These procettsca •xpUuncd fully.

The complex series of facts and events, which serve m the iMtwiiri
for tht oMtbods, an r«v«alcd aa such to the obavnw, mi nwrt
iuteMtf imdwrMood ia tbair rclAtkms by virtu* of taptri—Bt
ObMrvatkm enters into aO taBftritneBt. W* niajr omnm tilM

tlmndcr storm, and txptrimml mAk etaetricity. Otnsider the res-
pective advantaffe of observatioB aad •xperimeat.

3. Hypothesis. This has its source in the tendency of the human
mind to leap to conclusions before the evidence is all in. Imagina-
tion outruns evidence. An hypothesis is a supposition, made on
evidence which is avowedly insufficient, in ordar to iMuc* COBCfch
sions in accordance with known facta.

4. The conditions of a legitimate hypothesis are

:

(//) It must be based upon fix-ts.

{b) It must give a self-consistent account of the facts, as they
are understood at the time.

(c) It must furnish a basis for deductive calculations.

(d) It must be of such a character that these conclusions which
we deduce from it, harmonize with known facts.

5. Consider when, and under what conditions an hypothesis
becoBiaa aatabtiAad. add paaaes over into a law.

6. See QuMtioas aad Exercises 87^^

CHAPTER XIII.

Imperfect Inductions.

1. Induction by Simple Enumeration. Here the number of
instances is taken as the ground of COndtteioB. Tbis procCM has
a certain amount of validity

(a) if a relatively largre number of instaBcaa are luiown to ua.

(b) If there is a strong probability that we ahoBid ItBOW of the
negative instances, did any such exist.

a. TIm Arguamt from Analogy, 'lere we aiyue that btfauie
ttiiogs reseBiUe oae aa<rther in a certain number of qualities, they
win resemble one another in other qualities. The argument is based
on the number of points of resemblance between things.

3. Conditions of the validity of the argument from analogy:

(a) The ii^HTad property must not ba Icaown to be causatfy

connected with any of the observed properties. Otfwrwiaa the
aqfUBient is more than a mere analogy.
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{b} Jhe inferred property miiHt not be Inoini to b« tiiUwIy

unconnected with the obxerved propcrtiett.

(c) TIm obncrved propertiw flnurt not Iw kaown to ht ammify
connected with one antHher.

(<0 We must be acquainted wMi • rolativaljp larfo proportioB

of the properties of the two objects.

4. See Qumtiooa and BMrciam 91-93.

CHAPTER XIV.

Fallacy.

1. Beliefs are sometimes entertained, conclusions reached, jud(f-

mtnts expressed, on insufficient (grounds. I^kT'C investigates, in a

general way, the whole subject of the (grounds of belief or the validity

of judgment. This subject may be treated negatively (by exposing

the chief forms of falladous reasoning) as well as positively. Such
negative truitmeot is • doctrtee of ramicy.

2. Whenever we think about the real we are liable to err. Hence
fallacy is possible in all forms of our thought. We may err in the

so<«alled subsidiary processes, or in the process of inference itself.

We may err in the construction of our concepts, since the concept is

produced by acts of judgment, and is supposed to represent the real.

In so far as it fails to represent the real, it is fallacious. We may
err in observing, in defining, in dividing, in classifying, in framing

hypotheses, in concluding from analogies, as well as in the processes

01 Infiireoce proper.

3. Fallacies of (%aervatioa

:

(a) Non-observation. We may overlook some fact or some
material circumstance.

(b) Mal-observation. We may suppose ourselves to be actu-

ally observing, when we are in reality inferring.

4. Fallacies of Definition, etc- A circulus in definiendo, a cross

divimon, an artMtM classification, etc., are logical fallacies.

5. Fallacy in Hypothesis. Constructing an hypotftesia ngatd-
less of the facts (gratuitous hypothesis) or some eeeential facts ; an
hypothesis which overkwks, ^paoma, or defiea, aa established fiaet,

is a logical fallacy.

6. Fallacy in the argument from Analogy. Drawing hasty

conclusions regarding resemblances of things, on too slender analo-

gies, or overlooking the t^iusal connection Or repugnance of the

observed pn^terties, ie a logical fallacy.

7. F^aqr io ^ laAictioB by &mph Ktomem&Mi. Hwe the

error may consist tMter in oveieetbwMag the value of^ number
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ovtrastimaUng, m Mill did, the value of the Inductio ptr counitni-

8. Fallacies of Itninediate Inference :

(a) In Subalternation. Concluding; that because the particttlar

i* true, the corresponding universal is true. Concluding from the

IHTOpOMtion I to the proposition A, or from O to E, with the tuiint

iMljwt Mid pfrtBcMt i -

(r) In Converition. A^^., Applying the proceits of Simple
Conversion to UMr prope«IUo«i A, nrhicii uhnM md^ b« r jnvmtMl nr
Accidv s.

9. I allacies of Mediate Inference, or SyllogkHn. Error iMqr
occur either in Deductive or in Inductive rcMoning.

10. Fallacies In Deductive reasoning-
(a) The fallacy of Four Terms.
(b) The fallacy of Undistributed Middle.
'<•) The fallacy of Illicit PriKess of Maj vor IMoor Term.
[d) The fallacy of Ne^^ative Premises.
(«•) The fallacy of Particular Premises.

(/) The fallacy of a Universal conclusion from a Particuhir

It. Fallacies in Inductive reasoning.
(a) Mistalting a joint cause for the sole cause.

H) Mistaking joint effects for cause and effect.

(e) M-Htaking remote cause for proximate cause or vice * i;.

(<0 Ot.riooi&ig OHM wlMf* causa and afact are ntttualK
convertible.

(*) Mistaking cause for effect, or vice versa.

(/) Mistaking a mere consequent for an effect, a mere h i'.c m -

dast for a cause. ( Post hoc ergo propter hoe).

la. The C^>wtag faitacias, deacribad in afl text«books of U . f

consist of soflM confu- on in the application of a term, or in .lu

apprehensimi of the relkJon of judgments to one another. Hen.>.-

the majority of them will be found to belong to some of the forms of
fallacy already explained. Many of them arise through a loose and
ambiguous use of names, and are therefore, strictly speaking, falla-

das of Four Terms.

(a) Equivocation. The same term used in (fiffiraot smaas in

tiia aama argument.

(A) Anphibjljgy. An amhigupu ^ grammatical structure.

i^) Composition and Division. Passing finoa « distributive
to a eoBaetitNi OM of • ctHMnrt term, or vie* <



(il) Acecot. AoMgakf arisii^ ttorn ahifting cmphMis in a
{MTopoBitioo.

(#> Pigmc of Speedi. Confusion betiraen Utcnd and figura-

tive meanings of terms.

(/) Accident. Arguing from a general rule to a special case,

or vice versa.

(^) Irrelevant Conclusion (Ignoratio Elenchi). An argument
not to the point. The arguments tid homintm, ad ptfulmm aad
ad igttorantiam, come under this head.

(A) Petitio Principii (also called liegg^ng the question, or

Circulus in probanda.) That which is to be proved is assumed in

some way in the premises.

(t*) Fallacy of the Consequent (nonsequitur.) An argument

so verb<»e or so loosely put together as to have no such force as is

daimed for it.

(j) Many Questions. The asking of several questions in such
a way as to appear to be asking only one.

13. See Questions and Exercises 94-100.

QuBsnoM AND ExmasBS.

The following questions and exercises, collected from a variety of

sources, are numbered consecutively for convenience of reference.

The sources are usually indicated, in the case of br .iks, by the name
of the author ; in the case of examination papers of the University of

Toronto, simply by the date of the paper from which the question is

takm; ia the caat oS examuiatiMi pmfm cS other Universities, by
the name of the University.

I. What is Logic ? How is it rriated to other sdences, eepedaily

to Psychology? (1899).

a. Explain the nature of those mental operations with which

Logic is especially concerned, and show clearly the way in which it

is concerned with them. (tgos).

3. In defining the nature and scope of L4^c, in what way, if at

all, would you employ such words as Thought, Reasoning; Belief,

Judgment?

4. What is meant by a Law in L«gic ? Compare the use of the

term in Ethics and in Civil PoHty. (tgoo).

SDisctias bl&f die relation of Logic to judgment. Belief, and
ty. What is the bearing of the Princ^ cX ideoti^ on

these? (1899).

6. Is Logic a formal science ?
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their jro^ and purpose." Explain this statement, with special refer-

ence to the scope and purpose of Lojfic. (i8<>8).

8. "Logic has to do with the i;rounds of belief and the validity of

judgment." Explain this statement fully, showing in what way it is

a true statement of the function of Lofjic. (1903).

9. What do you understand by Rtutsoiirnff? Show clearly the

relation of Logic to the process of reasoninjf. (iqoi).

10. "Lof^ic is the science of Inference" (.1////). What is Infer-

ence ? How does it differ from judgment ? How is it related to

belief? What are the two chief forms of inference; and how are

they related to each other? (1903).

11. What relation do you consider to exist between the study of

Logic and that of (
i ) Mathematics, (2) History ? ( 1901 ).

12. Distinguish Deductive from Inductive reasoning, and show
clearly their mutual relation.

13. Are Dedtiction and Induction two divisions of reasoning, or

different ways of considering the thought process? (1897).

14. What do you understand to be the exact meaning of the prin-

ciples of Identity, Contradiction, and Hxciudet! Middle?

15. Do the laws of Identity, Contradiction, and Excluded Middle

apply equally to Inductive and Deductive reasoning? (i8g6).

j6. Various views have been held as to the real meaning of the

Principle of Identity. Discuss (1900).

17. Distinguish Rationalism and Empiricism in the Theory of

knowledge. ( 1
902 ).

18. Explain fully the place and function of the syllogism in our

reasoning processes. (190^).

19. Define "Concept, Ferm," "Judgment," "Proposition,"

"Reasoning," "Syllogism," "Premise," "Major Term," "Middle
Term," "Conclusion." (i8<)5).

20. Complete the following arguments by supplying any unex-

pressed parts; write down in logical form, showing which is conclu-

sion, which is major premise, and which is minor premise. State each

term in full, and point out major, minor and middle terms. Give

full explanations

:

(a) Books, being !>uman productions, are liable to error.

{b) Ho could not expect to avert financial disaster, tor he was
reckless in his investments.

(c) Philosopheni are not omniscient, for they are mortal Kke
the rest of us.

{d) Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.
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ai. Explain the nature of conception and judgment and their
mutual relation. Shew the exact meaning of the principles of iden-
tity, contradicton and excluded middle, using the judgment *'Stiow
is white " by way of illustration. (1901).

22. Distinguish between PMittve and Negative names. What
ambiguity is there in the use of such a name as "not-white"?
(Cambridge).

23. Explain what is meant by the connotation of a name. Has
it any connection with the etymology of the name ? (Cambridge).

24. Distinguish the extension and the intension of terms. What
is the law of the relation between extension and intension? Illus-
trate that law by the series: Socrates, Athenian, Greek, European,
Man. (1880).

25. Illustrate Logical Definition and Division, using the concept
" Government " as Summum Genus. .Also with the same example,
show the relation of Extension and Intension to each other, and to
Definition and Division. (1895).

a6. What do you understand by logical division? Show the
necessity for n/itndameHlum divistonis, and classify the mental states
according to some such principle. Bodies of water are ..iassified as
oceans, seas, lakes, ponds, rivers, tributaries, streams, creeks,
springs, wells. Discuss, criticise and correct this division. (1897).

27. A tree consists of root, trunk, branches, and leaves.
A cannon bail is round, heavy and black.
Triangles are equilateral, isosceles, and scalene.

State the logical process involved in each of tho above propo-
sitions. Explain in each the relation of the subject to the terms
predicated, and the relation of these to one another. (1887).

28. Criticise the following divisions

:

(«) Religions into true and false. (Creighton).
{b) Animals into bipeds, quadrupeds, birds, monkeys, and

creeping things. {Aikitis).

(c) Quadrilateral figures Into squares, rectangles, parallelo-
grams, and rhomboids. {Ftwler).

(d) The fine arts into painting, drawing, sculpture, architec-
ture, poetry and photography. (/A).

(e) Governments into monarchies, tyrannies, oligarchies and
democracies, {/b).

(/) 'I'he sciences into physical, social, ethical, logical and
metaphysical, (/b).

(i) Actions into good, bad, and indifferent.

(k) The cardinal virtues into wisdom, courage, temperance,
ai^ justice.
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(f) Mental states into feeling, volition, and cognition.

(j) Students into the idle, the diligent, and the athletic.

39. What is Classification ? How does a natural differ from an
artificial classification ? (1900).

30. Give the rules for lo<rical definition, and inquire whether any
rule is violated in the followiiig^

:

(a) Life is the sum of the vitiil functions.

(b) A straight line is a line with a direction constant in itself,

(r) Conscience is the internal court of justice, which has taken
up its abode in every man.

(</) A triangle is a figure contained by three straight tines, and
containing three angles.

{e) Parallel Knes see ttraight lines in the same plane, which,
produced infinitely, will n,> er meet.

(/) Creighton's Logic, p. 353, question 6.

31. Distinguish Definition from Description.

33. " The essential characteristics of the thinking process may be
discovered in its simplest and most elementary form " (Creighton).

What is this 8im|rtest form of the thinking process ; and what are
the characteristics referred to? Explain fully ( 1900).

33. Discuss the principal characteristics of the juilj,'ment. its chief

types or forms, and its place in tlie development of knowlcdf,'e ( i<>t>j).

34. What do you consider to be the real character of the assertion

made in the Judgment, and expressed in the Proposition ? Criticise

other views. (1899).

35. Explain and discuss carefiilly the following theories of the
Judgment :

(«) " judgment is the comparison of two ideas."

(d) "Judfj^ment is the statement of a relation between attri-

butes."

(c) "Judgment is the reference of a significant idea to

Reality." {Si. Andrews.)

36. Distinguish the Categorical from the Hypothetical Judgment.
Determine the number of forms of the Categorical Judfjment. Show
the quantity and quality of the Judgment " Triangles arc thrce-sitted

figures"; and write down its contrary, contradictory, subalternate,
obverse, and converse, (igoo).

37. For each of the following judgments (a) assign qu.iiity and
quantity, (A) write three logical opposites, (c) show how its truth

affecU that of each of these opposites, (d) convert, indicating the
imtiwd of conversion:

(i) The qualify s-.f rncroy is not strained.

(3) Not every unjust law is repealed.
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(3) Stvenl tpeciw of fowerfav pianls are tc be fouiMi in this

rejpon.

(4) Blessed are the pure in heart.

38. In the absence of any explicit statement of the quantity of a

judgment, (E.g. ".Canadians are intelligent") how would you
determine the quantity ?

39. Explain fully and technically the relation between the first of

the following propositions and each of the others:

(a) All X is,y.

{b) No X is non-^.

(c) No imt-y is X.

{d) Some J* is x.

(e) No * isy.

(/) Some Jf is not jV.

40. "He that withholdeth not from the poor shall not lack."

What information does this give concerning the conditions under
which we may infer as to («) those who lack (b) those who withhold
from the poor (c) those who give to the poor (d) those who have a
sttflkicncy. (1887).

41. Given a proposition of the universal affirmative form (allm is x);

(a) show the exact relation of its terms to each other, (b) write out
all its logical "opposites," (c) obvert and convert, with exidantioas,
all the propositions thus obtained. (1902).

42. Draw as many immediate inferences as you can from the judg-

ment : " Parallel lines do not meet " ; and write down all its logical

opposites. (1898).

43. Ml substances lighter than water, float upon it. Draw from
this all the inferences you can. Give the contradictory of its con-
verse, and the converse of its contradictory. (1887).

44. Show how to i^et the converse of the contrary of the contra-

di^ory of the proposition : " Some crystals art cubes." {Lonthn).

4J. Give (i) the obverse, (a) the converse, (3) the subaltern,

(4) the contrary, (5) the contradictory, (6) the contrapositive, of the

proposition " all wise acts are lawful acts. (1885).

46. Give the obverse and contrapositive of "The virtuous alone

are brave."

47. Give the converM, obvtna and contn^wsitive of all A it B,
and aim A it B, wiDi exfrfanatioaa. (1901).

48. Give the logical opposites of the following proposition and the

converse of its contradictory :
" He cannot become- rich who will not

labor. " {Jevotu).

49. Prove by means of the contradictory propositions, that sub-

contrary propoaitioBs cannot bodi be falat, ana Iqr Bwaos <rf the sub-
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contrary proportions, that contrary propositionsi may both be fabe.-

(1894).

50. Show fully the nature of inference, and explain such terms a

«

immediute inference, mediate inference, inductive inference, deductive

inference. Give examples. Define lojfic with special reference to

inference. (1901).

51. Define, analyse and illustrate the syllogistic process, so as to

show the elements of which it is composed and the rules by whicn it

is g-overned. (1901).

52. Construct a simple concrete syllojfism in the first figure.

Analyse it, showing its judgments, their quantity and quality ; its

terms, their distribution and their classification; explain the function

and importance of the middle term ; and test the validity of your

syllogism by reference to the rules relating thereto. (1902).

53. What do you understand by "Syllogism," "Mood," "Figure"?

Show how to determine the number and nature of the valid moods.

54. How many kinds of categorical judgmmts are there ? Deter*

mine what pairs of such judgments will yield valid condtisions.

Refer to the rules of the Syllogism. (1901).

55. "Comets must consist of heavy matter; for they obey the law

of gravitation."

.Arrange the above in logical order, supplying any unexpressed

judgment, and showing major premise, minor premise, and conclu-

sion ; indicate the "mo.>d" to which the argument belongs ; point out

the quality and quantity of each of its propositions, and write down
the contradictory, obverse, anJ cor.verse of each ; show which is

r .iddle term, which is major, and which is minor ; and explain care-

fully which of these terms are distributed, and which undistributed.

(1901).

56. Why t is a Syllogism? .\ Mood ? A Figure ? Show how to

determine the number of Moods and Figures. Point out an> pecu-

liarities in the differeiu figures. What is the Mood and Figure of:

"No dishonest man is deserving of confidence ; AB is dc--i'rving of

confidence; therefore he is not a dishonest man"? is it valid?

lUidace it, if necessary, to Uic Pint Figure. (19cm).

57. Upon what principle have the terms major, middle, and mitwr,

been applied to the terms of a Syllogism ? How far are these names
generally applicable ? {Oxford).

58. If it be known, concerning a syllogism, that the middle term

is twice distributed, what do you know concerning the conclusion ?

• Prove your answer. {Lomdon).
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59. Supply premises to the followin)^ conclusions:
(11) Some !ojfici;ms are not jfood reasoners.
{b) All fixed stars obey the law of gravitation. (1889).

60. Throw the following argument into syllogistic form. Give the
contradictory of the major premise, and the obverse of its contradic-
tory: The world bad a beginning. It must therefore have had a
cause, for everything that begins to be must have a cause. (1891).

61. "All wise men are good ; John is not wise; therefore be is not
good." lixamine the validity of this argument. If fallacious,
explain the nature of the fallacy. (1903).

6j. Test the moods EAE, AAI, EIO in each of the four figures.
(1889).

*

63. RedHce every mood of the Sec<md, Third and Fourth Figures,
to the First Figure.

64. Throw the following arg- ments into syBo^stic form, pointing
iHit the fallacy where unsound^

Only elementary substances are metals. Iron is a metal,
therefore iron is an elementary substance.

His imbecility of character might have been inferred from his
pronene»i to favorites ; for all weak princes have this failing.

Mind is active, accordingly matter is passive, since it is not
mind.

Peel's remission of taxes was beneficial ; the taxes remitted by
Peel were indirect, OMrtfw the rentsaon of indircet taxes ia bene*
ficial.

If thl.-, medicine is valuable, those who take it will improve in
health. It must, therefore, be valuable, Mnce A. B. has token it,

and has improved in health. (1887).

65. Arrange the following in logical form
; give mood and Agmt

if valid ; if invalid, give the rule or rules which are broken :

(rt)We know that the policy was mistaken ; for otherwise it

would not have failed. (Mellone).

(b) The case of Shakespere proves that a man may be • gfMt
poet and yet no fool in business matters. {St. Attdrews).

(f) "We know that thou art a teacher come from God, for no
man can do these signs that thou doest, except God be with him."

(</) There are some zeafous penma who seek no earthly
reward ; for the apostles, who certainly were sealous in thdr vtdk,
.sought no earthly reward (adapted from Thomson).

(*) "I never held it my forte to be a severe reasoner, but I

can see that if whatever is best is A, and B happen.H to be best, B
must be A, howevw ^tle you m%lit turn MmamtA bttaniami. ,

(Georgt Eliat).
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(/) No secret trial is expedient ; for it invariably casts a sus-

picion on the intejfrity of the Jud^os. (iMjiciir).

t>6. Deduce a conclusion from the rollowinjf premises, imtl show
mood and ti^'ure :

" All planets are heaventy bodies, no planets are

self-luminous." {Jevons).

67. "The European powers do not expect any practical results

from the Peace Congress ; for they all are busily en^fa^ed in increaa-

injf their armaments."
(a) Supply the missing proposition, and write out the argu-

ment in complete logical form.

(b) Investigate its formal validity.

(c) Determine its Mood and Figure, and reduce, if necessary,

to the first figure.

(d) Write out its propositions separately, showing quantity

and quality of each.

(e) Write down three logical opposites and two imnediate

inferences from each of these propositions.

if) Write out all the terms involved in the argument, and

show whether each is General or Singular, Concrete or Abstract,

Relative or .Absolute. (1899).

68. Prove the foUowingtheorems

:

(«) In the First Figure, the major premise is Universal.

(1896).
(h) In the Second Figure tiie conclusion is Negative. (1899).

(c) In the Third Figure the conclusion is Particular. (1899).

\d) In the First Figure the minor premise is Affirmative.

(e) In the Second rij^rure one premise must be Negative.

(f) In the Second Figure the major premise is I nivcrsal.

(g) In the Third Figure the minor premise is .Affirmative.

(A) In the Fourth Figure, if the major premise be .Vffirmatix e,

the minor is Universal.

(j) In the Fourth Figure, if the minor premise be Affirmative,

the conclusicm is Particukir. (1898).

00 In the Fourth Figure, If either premise be Negative, the

major is Universal.

(k) A particular affirmative major premise, with a negative

minor, can warrant no conclusion in any figure. (1898).

(/) In any figure, if O be a premise, the middle term holds a
like position in both premises. (1891).

69. What are tite roles d the Hypothetical Syllogism ? Illustrate

the fallacies arising from their violation, using this major premise:

"If the doctor's orders are <^yed, the patient will recover." (1898).
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70. "If he is benevolent, he will subscribe to this fuod." Suppiy
minor premise and conclusion ; explaining the nature and rules of
the Hypothetical Syllogism. (1903).

71. Show by examples that the fallacy of affirming the consequent
is equivalent to the fallacy of undistributed middle, and that the
fallacy of denying the antecedent is equivalent to the fallacy of Micii
pneem^At mu^ tmm, (1890).

73. Test the foUowing affunmtoi, and throw them into the cate-
gforical form

:

(a) "I am sure he will mrt come, for iw b not well; and if

well he wmild come." (1882).

(6) If there are sharpers in the company, we oujfht not to
gamble;

But there are no sharpers in the company

;

Therefore we ought to {gamble. {HamUton).

73. Determine the nature, and examine the ct^ncy of the follow-
ii^ arguments

:

(«) Giving advice is useless. For you either advise a man what
he means to do, in which case the advice is superfluous; or you
advise him what he does n«M mean to do, and the advice is ineffectual.
{London).

(*) We must either gratify our vicious propennties or rraist
them; the former course will involve us in nn and misery; the
latter requires self-denial; .'. We must either fall into sin and
misery or practice self-denial. {Jevms).

74. "The Principle of the Uniformity of Nature is the ultimate
major premise of every Inductive Syllogism" (Mili). Explain and
examine this statement. What are the chief forms which this
uttiforraiQr of nature aaauaiM ? (1898).

75. What is the principal aim of Inductive investigations ? Explain
fully, and illustrate by reference to the "Methods" of Induction.
Indicate the strength and weakness of each of the Methods; ami
show which of them yield demonstrative conclusions. (1898).

76. Critically discuss the following definitioiu of Induction

:

(a) " It is in£erence from the known to the unknown."
{b) "It is concluding because some things have a certain

property, that other things which resenbte tfrnn hava die same
property." (1897).

(c) "It is the legitimiM tettawea of the gtacral firon die
particular." (1892).

(d) "It is the legitimate inferenct of the more gaoaral from
the less general." (Jb).
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(r) "It i> L'onciudin^ that because a thin^ has manifested a

certain properly at a certain time, it will manifest that property at

other times." (Mill).

77. "All inference is from particulurs to particulars." What Joes

this statenwnt mean? Is h true? Give naaorm for your answers.

(1902).

78. What do you understand by a cause ? And what by the Law
of lTni\ ersa! Causation? What is tiM real ^ound of belief in such

a law ? (189,;).

79. What is a Causf? Correct any lonceplions of the caus.il

relation that seem to you inadequate. Can other Uniforin'ties, such

as Co-existence, Resemblance, etc., be reduced to Causation? Ex-
plain "Composition of Causes," "Plurality of Causes," and the

bearing of the doctrine of Causation on Belief and Disbelief. (iSqq).

80. In what sL-nse may it be atririnoj, auJ in ahat otlior sense

may it be denied, that "a'phenomenim can have only one cause"?
{London).

81. "The c;>use must be conti(j^ous to the effect"; "Thecau.se

p.ccede the i.'fTect"; "Cessante cause, cessat effectu.s." Di.sci'ss

these statements. (.SV. Ani/n-vs).

82. Explain the "methods" of induction, and jfive your opinion .xs

to which of these methods would be employed in reaching the con-

clusion that the climate of Colorado is good for consumptives.

(1902).

S_5. Which of the Methods are employed in reacliinj^ llic U'!Kn\iiij4

general statements ? (a) Water quenches thirst ; {b) The mercury
indicates the temperature ; (c) Intelligence and the cerebrum develop

hand in hand. (1S94).

84. .\ new microbe is discovered which is present whenever a

certain disease is present, and ahseiU whon it is absent. What other

theories are logically tenable beside the theory that the microbe is

the cause of the disease ? (1890).

85. Show how the Inductive methods are applied:

(a) in the investijjation ot the conversion of .solids into liquids,

and of liquids into gases, {/iiiiti, alld.).

(b) in establishing the first law of motion.

86. Epicurus said the soul is material, because its growth and

decay are parallel with those of the bodty. Explain and criticise the

method of reasoning here employed.

87. What are Observation and Experiment, a J in what sense

may they be st^d "subsidiary operations" ? (1903).
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88. In^te Hm fbu» occupi«l by ObMrvntkm and Bxpcrimcnt
ra^ectivdy, in scientifie ptmiiits, aiMl lay damn ralM fnr tMr
•mpioytnent. (1894).

89. What is an Hypothesis? Show its importance io aciaadfic
invrntigation, and point out tba condit^ona of ita validHjr aa an Hno*
thesis. (1899).

90. Distinguish hypothesis from theory. Explain the use of hypo-
thesis in scientific procedure. Show, by a concrete example, how
far the im.-t^ination, and how far the reasoi., h is entered into (be
construction of a workable hypothesis. (London),

91. What do you understand by the Inductio per enumeratumem
umplicem? Can It ever yield sure conclusions? (1894).

93. ExpUin, illustrate, and estimate die value of Analocical
Reaaoalafr. {Gkugem),

93. Describe the Ic^fiod dnm^wra <tf die foflowb^ ki^Hreacea,
and discuss their validity :

(a) "Sir D. Brewster proved that the cdors seen upon
m^iierKrf-pearl are not caused by the nature of the substance, but
by the form of the surface. He took impressions of mother-of-pearl
in wax, and found that, though the siftstance was enttr^ f^EHWit,
the colors were exactly the same." (Jevons).

(b) "A person is in sound health mentally and physically.
The ^ing of a minute biood«veasel in the brain causes a dot ^
blood there, whidi is fottowed inme^tely by unoomciouaneaB, and
soon after by death. Hence the existence of mind depends on tfic

healthy functioning of the brain." (Mellone).

(c) "There are no great nations of antiquity but have fal' • by
the hand of time; and England must join them to com^te die
txaSogy of the ages." (BAnburgh).

94. What fallacy do you find in the following ?

(a) In classifying all books into English, French, German
and scientific.

{b) In trusting the predictions of a weather-prophet because
several of his former predictions have been cmrect.

(r) In concluding that all Cis ^ becaoae yott have found that
all ^ is ^ and that all C is B.

(d) In reasoning from the premises:
" If the sun comes out the room will be light.

But &ks room has become ^fat,"
to the coBcluaioB ; .

"The aim has cooM out." (1901).
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95> Determine exactly what wan meant by each of the Ten Com*
flMmdments, and show where we mi^ht commit • fallacy of AccMMt
or Accent in interpreting them. (AiUhs).

961. Bsunine the validity of the Inductioo that a certain form of

ffovwmMnt (say Democracy) prodooM cwtmn iwtioiwl cbiuractcr*

mkB {0^,, niU-mptct). (1894).

9t. Bxaniiiw tte vaUdUjr of tbt foHowiaf

:

(«) "Do you eat egg* ?" said the pigeon to Alice in Wonder-
land. ••Yes," replied Alice, ••alt little girls eat egg»" "Then,"
aanrered the pigeon, "all little girls are serpents."

{b) Our neighbour has • small brain, therefore he could not be

• gnat thinker, afoce great dtiiriieni usmiHy have large brains.

(f) If a strilce were declared, wages would be advanced. But

tKe employeeit have decided not to strike. Hence there will be no
advwwa ia wagw.

{d) "Whom I now
Of force believe Almighty, since no less

Than soch could have o'erpowered such force as ours."
(iH95)-

98. Test the following argument: "All studies are useful which

tend to advance a man in life, or to increase national and private

wealth; but the course of stud^^s pursued at Oxford has no such
tendency; therefore it is not useful. ( IVha/eh).

99. Test the validity of the following arguments, throwing them
iato syllogistic form, and naming any fallacies that occur:

(a) Wliatever Uiinits exists ; matter does not thinic ; .'. matter

does not eidst.

{b) That which thinlcs is active; that which is active has

strength ; that which has strength is a substance ; the soul thinlcs ;

.*. the soul is a substance.

(c) He wlio calls you a man ^alcs truly ; he who calls you a
fboi caHs yott a man ; .*. hewho oiHs yon a fbcrf spealcs truly.

{d) No one should be punished if he is innocent; tilis man
should not be punished ;

.'. he is innocent. (1889).

too. What Mlacy, if any, is to be found in the fdlowing argu-

maats:

(a) It is right to help the needy ; therefore it is right to give

ta^hks beggar, for lie is atedy.

''>) Whatever restrkts liberty is bad; goveraoaMot rMttfets

liberty ; .'. goverameat is bad. (Atkins).
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(c) Booksi are a source both of instruction and amusement ; a

taUt of logarithnw i» a book .'. it is a source both of instruction and
AMUMIMnti (_^nwM)>

(<0 **No rwaon, howavar, can b« givan, why lha ftnwal
happiness is dasiraMa, axcapt that aach parson, ao fiur aa ba NHavas
it to be attainable. desireN hiw own happiness. This baing a fact*

we have not only alt the proof which the case admits of, but all which

it ia possibia to require, that happiness is a ifoiHl." (AfUf).

(a) To allow every man an unbounded freedom of sipeech must
always be, on the whole, advantaga^is to the si.iU'; for it is highly

coii4iiciva to tba intaraau of tha comiminiQr, that each iodtvidital

AoM wjt^ri^ liberty perfectly ualUritad, of aapwaaipf Ms aantf*








